SOCOM762 RC
SUREFIRE FAST-ATTACH® SOUND SUPPRESSOR

7.62 MM

PRECISION MACHINED
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®
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HEAT TREATED
STAINLESS STEEL

DESCRIPTION
SureFire’s SOCOM762-RC Fast-Attach® suppressor represents a
revolutionary breakthrough for attenuating the signature of 7.62 rifles,
including those chambered for high-intensity magnum calibers. This
compact and lightweight suppressor—mounted to the Mk 13 sniper
rifle in .300 Win Mag—recently won the Mk13 contract award with
US Special Operations Command after winning the most extensive
suppressor evaluation in history. The rigorous USSOCOM testing
addressed all aspects of suppressor performance, and SureFire came
out on top. The SOCOM762-RC also received the USSOCOM official
safety verification in support of fielding. Constructed of advanced
high-temperature alloys and stainless steel, it features advanced
gas-flow dynamics that reduce back pressure, thereby reducing the
suppressed cyclic rate and gas blowback on the operator when used
on auto cycling guns. SureFire’s patent-pending front-plate design,
along with the proprietary improvement in gas-flow dynamics, nearly
eliminates first-round flash, a true technological breakthrough in this
area. The suppressor attenuates noise and dust signatures to an
unprecedented degree. A new indexing system means this suppressor
securely mounts to a SureFire muzzle brake or flash hider and is easier
to remove after extended firing because the index tab is in a low carbonbuildup area. Like all SureFire Fast-Attach models, the SOCOM762-RC
produces minimal, consistent shift in point of impact compared with an
unsuppressed weapon and is durable enough for fulltime use.
FEATURES
¼ Winner of US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)
extensive and rigorous suppressor trials
BlackOps Precision Rifle, Manners T4A stock, U.S. Optics SN-3 scope.

¼ Advanced internal venting to reduce back pressure, cyclic rate,
and gas blowback

SOCOM762-RC
BODY COLORS

SPECIFICATIONS

¼ USSOCOM official safety verification in support of fielding

¼ Designed for all 7.62 rifles specifically, including those
chambered for high-pressure magnum cartridges

CALIBER

7.62 mm (.308 caliber)

CONSTRUCTION

High-Temp Alloy & Stainless Steel

COATING

lonbond and Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER

1.5 in (3.8 cm)

LENGTH

8.4 in (21.3 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON*

5.6 in (14.2 cm)

¼ Effective attenuation of noise and dust signatures

WEIGHT

19.5 oz (552 g)

¼ Patented Fast-Attach® design attaches and removes in seconds

¼ Patent-pending front-plate design and proprietary gas-flow 		
improvements virtually eliminate first-round flash

*Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used

PART# / UPC

¼ Minimal, consistent point-of-impact shift compared with 		
unsuppressed weapon
¼ Lightweight and compact for minimal impact on weapon 		
handling characteristics

SOCOM762-RC-BK

084871319010

SOCOM762-RC-DE

084871319003

¼ Constructed of advanced high-temperature alloys and stainless steel

NSN

1005-01-599-7027

¼ Made in USA
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES
3-PRONG FLASH HIDERS

WARCOMP

SF3P-762-5/8-24

WARCOMP-762-5/8-24

SF3P-762-M14x1 LH

WARCOMP-762-AK47

SF3P-762-M14*

WARCOMP-762-M15X1

SF3P-762-M24x1.5
SF3P-762-FAL*
SF3P-762-M15X1
SF3P-762-SR25*
* Minimum order quantity; lead times may vary

MUZZLE BRAKES
SFMB-762-SR25
SFMB-762-M18x1.5
SFMB-762-M18x1
SFMB-762-5/8-24

PACKAGING SPECS

H

W

KIT CONTENTS

TYPE

4C corrugated box

HEIGHT

3.25 in (8.6 cm)

WIDTH

10 in (30.5 cm)

DEPTH

3.25 in (8.6 cm)

D

SUPPRESSOR POUCH & CLEANING BRUSH
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